Activities Check List
SeEd 417

Name ________________________________ ....................................... KEEP THIS IN YOUR FOLDER

Presented Activity: check which one __ A (Stand. Test), __ B (Grading), __ C (Electronic G.B.), or __ D (Sizing Up) Scores given by the students you taught in your activity of your presentation & assessment. Instructor records

Student one score ___
Student two score ___
Student three score ___
(Other students= scores) ___

Presentation score (average of the student scores) ______/20

Evaluation of your students during the activity - YOU RECORD

Student 1 Name ______________________________ Score you assigned ___/5
Student 2 Name ______________________________ Score you assigned ___/5
Student 3 Name ______________________________ Score you assigned ___/5
Student 4 Name ______________________________ Score you assigned ___/5

Evaluation of a Grading and Reporting/15 - YOU RECORD ______/15

1. Your evaluation of student one ___/50 - Student evaluation of yours ___/50
2. Your evaluation of student two ___/50 - Student evaluation of yours ___/50
3. Your evaluation of student three ___/50 - Student evaluation of yours ___/50

Evaluation of a Mini-test/15 - YOU RECORD ______/15

1. Your evaluation of student one ___/50 - Student evaluation of yours ___/50
2. Your evaluation of student two ___/50 - Student evaluation of yours ___/50
3. Your evaluation of student three ___/50 - Student evaluation of yours ___/50

Evaluation of a Performance Assessment/15 - YOU RECORD ______/15

1. Your evaluation of student one ___/50 - Student evaluation of yours ___/50
2. Your evaluation of student two ___/50 - Student evaluation of yours ___/50
3. Your evaluation of student three ___/50 - Student evaluation of yours ___/50